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The spread of a communicable disease is a complex spatio-temporal process1–3 shaped by the specific

transmission mechanism, the survivability of the pathogen outside the host under harsh environmental

conditions, and access to new viable hosts broadly determined by the local population characteristics,

and its compliance to social distancing policies. While the key factors shaping transmission of influenza

and COVID-19 are beginning to be broadly understood4–15, making precise forecasts on case count

and mortality is still difficult. Despite a diversity of approaches being used to model the COVID-19

pandemic16, a single best model is yet to coalesce. In this study we introduce the concept of a universal
geo-spatial risk measure, denoted as the Universal Influenza-like Transmission (UnIT) score, to quantify

the risk phenotype of US counties facilitating flu-like transmission mechanisms. The UnIT score is

computed as a purely information-theoretic function of past incidence data for seasonal flu epidemics,

yet emerges as the dominant factor explaining observed county-specific incidence trends over a range

of putative demographic and socio-economic factors for the COVID-19 pandemic17–22. The predictive

ability of the UnIT score is further demonstrated via county-specific weekly case count forecasts

which consistently outperform the best models in the current literature23. This study demonstrates

that knowledge of past epidemics may be used to chart the course of future ones, if transmission

mechanisms are broadly similar, despite distinct disease processes and causative pathogens.

WE are in the midst of a global pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, and reliable

prediction of the future local and national case count is crucial for crafting effective intervention policies.

Thus the need for tools that chart the likely course of an epidemic in the human population is now more than ever.

The spread of a transmissible virus is shaped by diverse interacting factors that are hard-to-model and respond

to3, including the specific transmission mechanism, the survivability of the pathogen outside the host under harsh

environmental conditions, and the ease of access to susceptible hosts – determined in part by the density of

the local population, its travel habits3, and compliance to common-sense social distancing policies. Additionally,

the prevalence of pre-existing medical conditions in the local population, and its demographic makeup, might

modulate susceptibility of specific hosts to the virus, slowing or accelerating the spread of the disease24,25. While

a broad set of putative factors shaping the spread of communicable viruses such as the seasonal Influenza and

COVID-19 are increasingly becoming clear4–15, making precise granular actionable forecasts of the case counts

over time is still difficult. At present, faced with the challenge of forecasting COVID-19 incidence over time, a

diversity of modeling approaches have emerged26–32. However a single best model is yet to coalesce.

In this study we introduce the concept of a universal geo-spatial risk that strongly influences person-to-person

transmission of influenza-like illnesses in the US, in effect quantifying the risk exposure of the individual US

counties to diseases that transmit like the seasonal Influenza. We call this the Universal Influenza-like Trans-

mission (UnIT) score. This epidemiologically informed risk score leverages subtle geospatial patterns underlying

the seasonal flu epidemics of the past automatically — without the human modelers requiring to manually

identify every putative covariate that impacts the process — and significantly improves incidence forecasts for

COVID-19 over currently proposed state of the art models. Our results show that the UnIT score emerges as

the most important factor “explaining” observed county-specific incidence trends for COVID-19 in the US, with

coefficients in multi-variate regression dominating those for typical co-variates. Here our key insight is that past

incidence patterns for a different pathogen can substantially inform current projections, provided the transmission

mechanisms are broadly similar. We operationalize this insight by crafting a general principle to transfer this
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TABLE I
GENERALIZED LINE MODEL RESULT SUMMARY FOR CASE TOTAL AS OF 2020-12-05❄

description coef. z-value ✵✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✾✼✺

pop total population ✵✿✵✽✵ ✶✸✼✼✿✶✽✽ ✵✿✵✽✵ ✵✿✵✽✵

✪✻✺✰ percentage of population over 65 years old �✵✿✶✶✾ �✷✼✽✿✸✽✼ �✵✿✶✷✵ �✵✿✶✶✽

✪minority percentage of minority (non-white) population �✵✿✵✷✾ �✸✺✿✶✶✽ �✵✿✵✸✵ �✵✿✵✷✼

✪black percentage of black population �✵✿✵✵✵ �✵✿✹✶✹ �✵✿✵✵✷ ✵✿✵✵✶

✪hispanic percentage of hispanic population ✵✿✵✵✹ ✶✷✿✸✸✾ ✵✿✵✵✸ ✵✿✵✵✹

✪poverty percentage of population in poverty �✵✿✶✻✻ �✷✹✸✿✶✷✻ �✵✿✶✻✼ �✵✿✶✻✹

income median household income �✵✿✶✽✾ �✸✽✾✿✽✵✸ �✵✿✶✾✵ �✵✿✶✽✽

✪urban percentage of urban population ✵✿✵✼✹ ✻✺✿✾✻✷ ✵✿✵✼✷ ✵✿✵✼✻

UnIT risk phenotype of US counties ✵✿✶✶✷ ✶✵✷✿✺✸✻ ✵✿✶✶✵ ✵✿✶✶✹

urban-UnIT UnIT-risk phenotype scaled up by ✪urban ✶✿✵✵✷ ✼✷✵✿✹✾✷ ✵✿✾✾✾ ✶✿✵✵✹

❄All ♣-values are ❁ ✵✿✵✵✵✺.

knowledge from observations of past epidemics to the new context of COVID-19, via a new computable measure

of intrinsic similarity between stochastic sample paths generated by the hidden processes.

Intuitively, the ability to leverage Influenza infection patterns to inform COVID-19 modeling is not surprising.

COVID-19 and Influenza have similar disease presentations: both are respiratory disorders, which present as a

wide range of illnesses from asymptomatic or mild through to severe disease and possible death. Both viruses

are transmitted by contact, droplets and fomites33. The similarity of the transmission mechanisms is also manifest

in the recent drop of reported influenza cases from prevention measures aimed at curbing the spread of COVID-

19 worldwide34–36. However, to the best of our knowledge, the current paradigms have not capitalized on this

dynamical similarity between the transmission mechanisms of the two viruses. The hurdle is that an effective

approach to leverage flu patterns in COVID-19 modeling is non-trivial: despite similarities outlined above, there

are important empirically observed differences between the two diseases precluding a “drop-in” replacement,

❡✿❣✿, COVID-19 has possibly a higher reproduction number37–39, can be spread widely by asymptomatic carriers

(more so than Influenza40,41), is estimated to have a potentially higher mortality rate42, is novel, ✐✿❡✿, is infecting

a host population with almost non-existent immunity, and the COVID-19 pandemic has induced a global trend

of social distancing policies alien to the seasonal flu dynamics. Despite these challenges, the UnIT score has

significant predictive value, more than manual combinations of putative factors investigated so far.

To put us in context, current COVID-19 modeling efforts may be broadly categorized as: 1) studies that formulate

deep theoretical approaches to understand disease propagation in epidemics extending classical compartmental

models or their variations27,43–46. These investigations generally aim to estimate the theoretical reproduction

number of COVID-19, and other epidemiological quantities associated with the virus. 2) While authors in the

first category have often striven to connect their models to observational data, the second category of studies aim

to forecast incidence, hospitalizations, recovery and deaths more directly, leveraging time-series forecasting tools

from statistics and machine learning28–32,47. And, 3) in the final category, studies have focused on identifying

putative factors driving the differential severity and case counts across regions, demographic strata and age

groups17–22,48–50. The first category of studies may be seen as theoretical epidemic modeling, the second as

predictive analyses (determination of future responses), and the third as inferential analyses51 (inference of

simply how nature associates responses with input variables) to work out the differential impact of putative

factors. The current study spans categories 2 and 3, first presenting the UnIT score as a highly explanatory

covariate, and then demonstrating its ability to make precise incidence forecasts.

The UnIT risk exposure of a given US county is defined as similarity of the weekly incidence of flu cases to that

observed in counties at high risk of epidemic initiation. Thus, central to our approach is the notion of intrinsic

similarity between stochastic processes, and how we compute it, particularly if the structure of the underlying

processes is unknown. Before we describe the computation of the UnIT score, we need to delineate the concept

of sequence likelihood divergence (SLD), which lies at the heart of our computation (See Eq. (8) in Methods).

SLD is a rigorous generalization of the notion of divergence of probability distributions (KL divergence52) to

potentially non-iid stochastic processes. Similar to how we quantify the deviation of a probability distribution ♣
from q by their KL-divergence ❉✭♣❥❥q✮, SLD allows us to measure the divergence of a stochastic process P
from ◗ as ❉✭P ❥❥◗✮, where the actual computations are distinct despite the identical notation used (See Intuitive

Example in Methods). Additionally, the log-likelihood of a sample path ① being generated by a process ●, denoted

as ▲✭①❀●✮, converges in probability with increasing length of ① as:

▲✭①❀●✮✦ ❍✭❳✮ ✰❉✭❳❥❥●✮ (1)
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Fig. 1. Panel a. Our approach begins with collecting weekly county-wise new case counts of the seasonal flu epidemic
spanning Jan. 2003 to Dec. 2012 from a large national database of insurance claims records. We identify weekly Influenza
diagnoses using ICD codes related to influenza infection, and end up with county-specific integer-valued time series for
each US county for each flu seaon. Panel b. These ✹✼✶-week-long integer-valued time-series are used to compute pairwise
similarity between the counties using our new approach of computing intrinsic similarity between stochastic sample paths
(See Methods). This similarity matrix induces county clusters ❈✵❀ ❈✶❀ ❈✷❀ ❈✸. Panel c. The flu incidence time series allow
us to identify counties which register cases in the first couple of weeks of each flu season. Averaged over all the seasons
this gives us a measure of average epidemic initiation risk. Panel d. Using the incidence series for the county cluster with
maximal average initiation risk we compute a specialized HMM model (PFSA, see Methods) ●❄. Panel e. Then, we compute
the UnIT risk phenotype of each county as the sequence likelihood divergence (SLD, See Methods) between the incience
sequence observed and the inferred PFSA model ●❄. Panel f and g. Finally, the urban-UnIT risk is computed by scaling up
the UnIT risk with the fraction of urban population in each county, as obtained from US census (panel f). We show that this
risk phenotype is highly predictive of weekly case count of COVID-19, while only dependent of Influenza epidemic history.

where ❳ is the true generator of the sample path ①, and ❍✭✁✮ is the entropy rate52 function (See Methods,

Theorem 1). It turns out that if the processes of interest are modeled as a special class of Hidden Markov

Models known as Probabilistic Finite State Automata (PFSA)53, then the estimation of the LHS of Eq. (1)
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Fig. 2. Panel a. We compare the coefficients inferred for the range of covariates shown in the legend for week-wise Poisson
regression, for (i) the baseline model and (ii) the model augmented with the UnIT risk variables (See Methods for detailed
regression equation). We note that the urban-UnIT risk is significantly dominant for the entire timeline of the pandemic.
Panel b. The UnIT-augmented has a significantly higher degree of explained variance as measured by ❘✷. The percentage
difference is shown in panel c, which demonstrates ❃ ✺✵✪ advantage for the major part of the pandemic timeline. Panel
d illustrates that the UnIT-augmented approach achieves the smallest mean absolute error in one-week ahead county-wise
incidence forecasts among the top performing teams from the COVID-19 ForecastHub Community.

becomes tractable (See Methods, Algorithm 1). Hence, using SLD we can efficiently compute the similarity

between two observed sample paths, as an intrinsic measure of the deviation between the underlying hidden

generators.

Thus, the UnIT risk (denoted as ✗) of a county is computed as the SLD between the underlying process driving

incidence counts and a high risk process initiating the epidemic. Since these processes are hidden and only

sample paths are observable, we formulate an estimator for the UnIT risk as follows: we begin with weekly

county-wise confirmed case counts of the seasonal flu epidemic spanning nearly a decade (nine flu seasons

between 2003-2012, See Fig. 1a), obtained by looking for Influenza related diagnostic codes in the Truven

Marketscan insurance claims database54. These relatively short integer-valued time-series (each spanning ✹✼✶
weeks) are used to compute pairwise similarity between the counties (using the SLD-based approach, see
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Fig. 3. Panel a. We compare our forecasts of weekly case counts (1 week ahead forecasts) with observed confirmed cases
on counties from the state of New York. Panel b. We compare the weekly forecasts with observed count for the state of
California. We note that in both states, for the weeks included in this limited snapshot, the predicted count matches up well
with what is ultimately observed.

Methods), which then induces a partition of the ✸✵✾✹ US counties into a pre-specified number of clusters,

obtained by using standard clustering techniques, ❡✿❣✿ spectral clustering55 (See Fig. 1b). We note here that the

number of clusters (four) is chosen via standard heuristic considerations56, and increasing this number somewhat

does not significantly impact our results. With these county-clusters in hand, we next inspect the initial weeks

of the nine flu seasons to estimate the empirical probability of a specific county reporting cases within the first

couple of weeks of a flu season — these counties are at high initiation risk empirically (See Fig. 1c). We find

that one specific cluster accounts for almost all of the counties at high risk of flu season initiation. Focusing

on the set of counties in this high risk cluster, we infer53 a PFSA ●❄, assuming that the incidence series at

each of these counties is a sample path from the same underlying stochastic process (See Fig. 1d). This is

a simplification, aimed at obtaining an average model driving the incidence dynamics at initiation, ignoring the

variation in the structure and parameters of the underlying processes among the high risk counties themselves.

Finally, we estimate the UnIT risk exposure of each US county with observed count sequence ① as:❞✗✭①✮ , ▲✭①❀●❄✮� ❍̂✭❳✮✦ ❉✭❳❥❥●❄✮ (2)

where the convergence to the divergence between the local process ❳ and the inferred high risk process ●❄
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occurs in probability as length of ① increases. To carry out this computation, we need to have a consistent

estimate57 of the entropy rate of the process ❳ from ①. This is non-trivial58,59 if ❳ is not an iid process. We may

use one of two approaches here: 1) estimate the entropy rate from the observed sample path60, or 2) compute

an upper bound of the entropy rate assuming ❳ is iid for the purpose of computing ❍✭❳✮ only. The second

approach is computationally simpler, but only allows us to estimate a lower bound of the UnIT risk.

To minimize algorithmic complications we present results with only the second approach (See Fig. 1e), ✐✿❡✿
using a lower bound to the UnIT risk, which is demonstrated to have significant predictive value. Additionally,

for our COVID-19 modeling, we end up using the estimated urban-UnIT risk in our calculations (See Fig. 1g),

which is the product of the UnIT risk and the percentage of urban population in each county. To demonstrate

the role of urban-UnIT risk as a meaningful risk phenotype of US counties, we first investigate its role as a

co-variate influencing weekly new case count for COVID-19. Diverse putative factors have been investigated

with the epidemiological data emerging over the course of the current pandemic, and tested for the strength of

their relative contributions influencing the observed incidence variations over time and space. Such variables

include weather and pollution covariates21, population density, socio-economic factors such as poverty, median

household income, various measures of income inequality, and fraction of population without medical insurance,

demographic variables such as the percentage of African-American, Hispanic and other minorities in the local

population, percentage of population aged over ✻✺ years, and gender17–22. A common approach here is the use

of Poisson regression61 to establish the statistical significance and relative magnitude of influence of the various

factors. We identified the top few variables that have been repeatedly cited as the most important driving factors,

and investigated the effect of adding in the urban-UnIT score in multi-variate Poisson regression models, with

weekly new case count as the endogenous (target) variable. In our models, the UnIT score dominates with a

considerably larger and statistically significant coefficient. Since we standardize all covariates to zero mean and

unit standard deviation, the magnitude of the inferred coefficients can meaningfully reflect their relative impact

in the models. This is illustrated in Table I where we show the inferred coefficients in a Poisson regression

model with the typical covariates along with the urban-UnIT risk. We note that the magnitude of the coefficient

for urban-UnIT risk is approximately an order of magnitude larger than that for the covariate with the second

largest coefficient magnitude (✶✿✵✵✷ for urban-UnIT risk vs �✵✿✶✽✾ for median household income). Note that all

coefficients inferred are strongly significant with ♣ ❁ ✵✿✵✶. Next we estimate these coefficients for weekly data

aggregates, and find that urban-UnIT risk remains dominant over the entire pandemic time-line (See Fig. 2a(ii)).

To delineate the predictive power of the new risk variable, we investigate two different models: 1) the baseline

model with the covariates outlined in Table I with the exception of the two UnIT risk variables, and 2) the full

UnIT augmented model with all the enumerated covariates. The comparative results are shown in panels a(i)

and a(ii) of Fig. 2. Comparing the explained variance of the weekly confirmed case counts via the standard ❘✷

measure (See Fig. 2b-c), we note that the UnIT-augmented model has greater than 50% advantage over the

baseline model, maintaining close to ✽✵✪❘✷ for most of the pandemic time-line. Weekly inference of coefficients

for ✶✼ weeks between 08-15-2020 to 11-05-2020 is shown in Table II.

To test the robustness of the UnIT score as a key influencing variable, we tested several different modes

of perturbation, namely 1) deleting the top 10% of the counties ranked by the highest number of COVID-19

cases per capita, and 2) randomly selecting only ✼✺✪ of the counties to include in the analysis. Under all such

perturbations, the UnIT score retains its position as the dominant factor in our regression models (See Extended

Data Fig. 1 in Methods)

With the notion of the UnIT risk formalized, we investigate our ability to forecast the weekly new COVID-19

confirmed case counts across the US counties. The UnIT score (✗) is a spatially varying time-invariant measure.

Thus, to forecast the temporal changes in weekly incidence we consider the past week’s case count as a feature

in training regressors as follows (where ❳t is the observed case count at time t, and ❜❳t is the case count forecast

made for t at time t� ✶):

UnIT risk correction ❳❄
t ❂ ❣t✭❳t❀ ✗❀ ✈✶❀ ✁ ✁ ✁ ❀ ✈♠✮ (3a)

Regressor training ❳t ❂ ❤t✭❳
❄
t�✶✮ (3b)

Forecasting estimate ❜❳t✰✶ ❂ ❤t✭❳
❄
t ✮ (3c)

Here ❣t is the generalized multivariate regression model (GLM) which carries out the Poisson regression, fitted

with ❳t as the target variable, and ✗❀ ✈✶❀ ✁ ✁ ✁ ❀ ✈♠ as exogenous variables, with a logarithmic link function (See

Methods for detailed regression equation). ✗ is the urban-UnIT risk, and the rest of the variables ✈✶❀ ✁ ✁ ✁ ❀ ✈♠
(as described in Table I) are total population, fraction of population over ✻✺ years, fraction of minorities in the

population, fraction of Hispanics, fraction of the population reported as African-American or black, fraction of

the population designated to be poor, and the median household income. Including the fraction of population

living in urban environments as a separate variable does not change results significantly. In Eq. 3b ❳❄
t is the

estimate of ❳t obtained using the inferred coefficients in ❣t, and may be viewed as the noise corrected version

of the current case count. Finally, we train a standard regressor between the corrected case count and the count

observed in the next time step, and use it for forecasting one-week futures (Eq. 3c). The choice of the specific
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regressor (random forest, gradient boosting, feed-forward neural networks or more complex variants) does not

significantly alter our performance. This is an exceedingly simple model compared to the approaches described

in the literature, and is essentially a simple ensemble regressor, with input as a UnIT-corrected case count.

Nevertheless we outperform the top state of the art models put forward by the COVID-19 modeling community

(https://covid19forecasthub.org/community) in mean absolute error in county-specific incidence count estimates

(See Fig. 2d). As examples we illustrate the county-wise predicted and confirmed case counts for New York and

California at selected weeks over the pandemic, which shows that our 1-week forecasts match up well with the

counts ultimately observed (See Fig. 3).

Our results do not imply that Influenza and COVID-19 are similar in their pathobiology, or that any meaningful

parallel can be drawn between clinical course of the two diseases. Indeed, one limitation of our approach is its

reduced ability to predict COVID-19-related deaths (See Extended Data Fig. 2a). Our death count forecasts are

slightly worse than the top few contributors23 to the COVID-19 forecasthub. We hypothesize that this reduced

effectiveness is attributable to the differences between the clinical progression of Influenza and COVID-19:

COVID-19 is arguably a more serious disease compared to the seasonal flu, and while historical flu patterns

may be leveraged to predict the number of cases, performance suffers when we attempt to extend the same

strategy to predict the mortality arising from COVID-19.

The modeling community has responded to the COVID-19 pandemic with a plethora of high performance

forecasting approaches to predict case counts, COVID-19-related hospitalizations and deaths (See Extended

Data Table I for an incomplete list). These efforts have engaged a diversity of tools and approaches ranging

from county-level meta-population estimates to stochastic compartmental models to fitting Gaussian processes

to raw data to survival-convolution models to growth rate dynamics to models that take into account human

mobility and social distancing policies explicitly. Predictions from these individual contributing groups have also

been used to inform an ensemble forecast16 which may be seen at a live web-based visualization portal at

https://viz.covid19forecasthub.org/ (the COVID-19 forecasthub). As a contribution to this community, we report

a precise yet simple model for forecasting case counts; one that operates without explicit social distancing

and other hard-to-measure parameters, yet supersedes in performance all operating models at the COVID-19

forecasthub, including the ensemble forecast. Our current 1-week forecast may be viewed at the COVID-19

forecasthub webpage (team: UChicagoCHATTOPADHYAY-UnIT), and complete software with installation and

usage instructions (See Methods) is publicly available at https://github.com/zeroknowledgediscovery/unitcov.

In this study we demonstrated that one can leverage the knowledge of the incidence fluctuations in one epidemic

to inform another with a broadly similar transmission mechanism, despite differences in the epidemiological

parameters and the disease processes themselves. This is an important insight particularly in the light of the

current pandemic that has claimed hundreds of thousands of lives. Since it is unlikely that this would be the last

pandemic we experience, it is crucial to have a tool that can predict case counts early in the pandemic with little

prior data available to fit models, by potentially leveraging historical incidence reports pertaining to a different

epidemic of the past.
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TABLE II
GENERALIZED LINE MODEL RESULT SUMMARY FOR WEEKLY CASES

pop ✪✻✺✰ ✪minority ✪black ✪hispanic ✪poverty income ✪urban UnIT urban UnIT

08-15

③-value ✶✽✾✿✹ �✶✺✿✷ ✼✺✿✷ �✷✼✿✼ ✶✸✾✿✸ �✻✼✿✸ �✾✷✿✶ �✶✼✿✹ ✼✽✿✽ ✾✶✿✻
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✻✷ �✵✿✵✹✺ ✵✿✸✵✺ �✵✿✶✶✼ ✵✿✷✸✵ �✵✿✷✼✺ �✵✿✷✼✺ �✵✿✶✹✶ ✵✿✺✷✸ ✵✿✼✼✺
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✻✸ �✵✿✵✸✺ ✵✿✸✷✶ �✵✿✶✵✷ ✵✿✷✸✼ �✵✿✷✺✾ �✵✿✷✻✹ �✵✿✶✶✸ ✵✿✺✺✵ ✵✿✽✵✾
coef. ✵✿✵✻✷ �✵✿✵✹✵ ✵✿✸✶✸ �✵✿✶✵✾ ✵✿✷✸✸ �✵✿✷✻✼ �✵✿✷✼✵ �✵✿✶✷✼ ✵✿✺✸✻ ✵✿✼✾✷

08-22

③-value ✶✽✶✿✹ �✺✵✿✻ ✻✻✿✸ �✸✵✿✼ ✽✵✿✷ �✻✷✿✽ �✾✶✿✶ �✶✶✿✸ ✼✸✿✸ ✼✾✿✸
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✻✻ �✵✿✶✺✺ ✵✿✷✽✼ �✵✿✶✸✽ ✵✿✶✹✻ �✵✿✷✽✷ �✵✿✷✾✽ �✵✿✶✵✹ ✵✿✺✷✶ ✵✿✼✷✸
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✻✼ �✵✿✶✹✸ ✵✿✸✵✹ �✵✿✶✷✶ ✵✿✶✺✸ �✵✿✷✻✺ �✵✿✷✽✺ �✵✿✵✼✹ ✵✿✺✹✾ ✵✿✼✻✵
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✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✽✺ �✵✿✸✵✷ �✵✿✷✸✶ �✵✿✶✸✷ �✵✿✷✶✽ �✵✿✷✾✵ �✵✿✸✵✽ ✵✿✶✵✼ �✵✿✶✾✺ ✶✿✷✻
coef. ✵✿✵✽✹ �✵✿✸✵✺ �✵✿✷✸✽ �✵✿✶✸✽ �✵✿✷✷✶ �✵✿✷✾✺ �✵✿✸✶✷ ✵✿✶✵✵ �✵✿✷✵✷ ✶✿✷✺

11-21

③-value ✸✾✺✿✺ �✶✺✹✿✸ �✻✺✿✺ �✹✵✿✷ �✶✹✽✿✻ �✶✵✶✿✹ �✶✺✾✿✸ ✹✵✿✷ �✸✵✿✹ ✷✺✽✿✵
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✽✹ �✵✿✷✷✷ �✵✿✶✾✾ �✵✿✶✶✽ �✵✿✶✻✵ �✵✿✷✹✼ �✵✿✷✼✸ ✵✿✶✸✶ �✵✿✶✶✶ ✶✿✶✸
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✽✺ �✵✿✷✶✻ �✵✿✶✽✼ �✵✿✶✵✼ �✵✿✶✺✻ �✵✿✷✸✼ �✵✿✷✻✼ ✵✿✶✹✺ �✵✿✵✾✼ ✶✿✶✺
coef. ✵✿✵✽✺ �✵✿✷✶✾ �✵✿✶✾✸ �✵✿✶✶✷ �✵✿✶✺✽ �✵✿✷✹✷ �✵✿✷✼✵ ✵✿✶✸✽ �✵✿✶✵✹ ✶✿✶✹

11-28

③-value ✸✾✽✿✷ �✶✵✺✿✼ �✶✼✿✻ �✾✼✿✼ �✶✹✶✿✵ �✽✷✿✵ �✶✹✻✿✶ ✹✻✿✹ �✷✿✻✹ ✷✸✹✿✼
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✽✸ �✵✿✶✺✸ �✵✿✵✺✸ �✵✿✷✻✵ �✵✿✶✺✻ �✵✿✷✵✹ �✵✿✷✺✵ ✵✿✶✻✶ �✵✿✵✶✻ ✶✿✵✼
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✽✹ �✵✿✶✹✼ �✵✿✵✹✷ �✵✿✷✺✵ �✵✿✶✺✷ �✵✿✶✾✹ �✵✿✷✹✸ ✵✿✶✼✺ �✵✿✵✵✷ ✶✿✵✾
coef. ✵✿✵✽✹ �✵✿✶✺✵ �✵✿✵✹✼ �✵✿✷✺✺ �✵✿✶✺✹ �✵✿✶✾✾ �✵✿✷✹✻ ✵✿✶✻✽ �✵✿✵✵✾ ✶✿✵✽

12-05

③-value ✹✾✼✿✵ �✾✻✿✽ �✸✸✿✺ �✺✹✿✾ �✶✵✹✿✻ �✽✼✿✶ �✶✷✼✿✷ ✸✾✿✻ ✸✽✿✵ ✷✷✸✿✸
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✾✵ �✵✿✶✸✶ �✵✿✵✾✸ �✵✿✶✹✷ �✵✿✶✵✼ �✵✿✷✵✵ �✵✿✷✵✵ ✵✿✶✸✵ ✵✿✶✷✶ ✵✿✾✻✶
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✾✶ �✵✿✶✷✻ �✵✿✵✽✸ �✵✿✶✸✷ �✵✿✶✵✸ �✵✿✶✾✶ �✵✿✶✾✸ ✵✿✶✹✹ ✵✿✶✸✹ ✵✿✾✼✽
coef. ✵✿✵✾✶ �✵✿✶✷✽ �✵✿✵✽✽ �✵✿✶✸✼ �✵✿✶✵✺ �✵✿✶✾✻ �✵✿✶✾✼ ✵✿✶✸✼ ✵✿✶✷✽ ✵✿✾✼✵

Coefficients with ♣-value in ❬✵✿✵✶❀ ✵✿✵✺✮ are colored blue, and those with ♣-value ✕ ✵✿✵✺, red. All other ♣-values are ❁ ✵✿✵✶.
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METHODS

Computing Similarity from Sample Paths

Efficiently contrasting and comparing stochastic processes is the key to analyzing time-dependency in epi-

demiological patterns, particularly where randomness cannot be ignored. For such learning to occur, we need to

define either a measure of deviation or, more generally, a measure of similarity to compare stochastic time series.

Examples of such similarity measures from the literature include the classical ❧♣ distances and ❧♣ distances with

dimensionality reduction62, the short time series distance (STS)63, which takes into account of irregularity in

sampling rates, the edit based distances64 with generalizations to continuous sequences65, and the dynamic

time warping (DTW)66, which is used extensively in the speech recognition community.

A key challenge in the existing techniques is differentiating complex stochastic processes with subtle variations in

their generative structures and parameters. When presented with finite sample paths from non-trivial stochastic

processes, the state-of-the-art techniques often focus on their point-wise distance, instead of intrinsic differ-

ences in their (potentially hidden) generating processes. Our approach addresses this issue and demonstrably

differentiates data streams indistinguishable by state-of-the-art algorithms.

Our intuition follows from a basic result in information theory: if we know the true distribution p of a random

variable, we could construct a code52 with average description length ❤✭p✮, where ❤✭✁✮ is the entropy of a

distribution. If we used this code to encode a random variable with distribution q, we would need ❤✭p✮✰❉ ✭p ❦q ✮
bits on average to describe the random variable. Thus, deviation in the distributions show up as an additional

contribution from the KL divergence term ❉✭✁❥❥✁✮. Generalizing the notion of KL divergence to processes, we

can therefore quantify deviations in process dynamics via an increase in the entropy rate by the corresponding

divergence.

Intuitive Example

As a more concrete example of the intuition above, consider the following example with sequences of length ♥
generated by two iid processes P✶ ❂ ❇✭✿✺✮ and P✷ ❂ ❇✭✿✽✮, where ❇✭♣✮ is the Bernoulli process with parameter

♣67. Our objective is to estimate deviations in the binary sample paths generated by these processes. Here we

choose iid processes for simplicity, which is not a restriction in general for our approach. Let us generate

sequences of length ♥ and use ❊✐❥ to denote the expected Hamming distance68 between sequences generated

by P✐ and P❥ . It is easy to show that ❊✶✶ ❂ ❊✶✷ ❂ ❊✷✶ ❂ ✵✿✺♥, which implies that two sequences both generated

by ❇✭✿✺✮ are not more alike than two sequences where one is generated by ❇✭✿✺✮ and the other by ❇✭✿✽✮. Using

the notation:

❤✶ ❂ ❤✭❬✿✺❀ ✿✺❪✮ ❂ ✶❀ ❤✷ ❂ ❤✭❬✿✽❀ ✿✷❪✮ ❂ ✵✿✼✷❀

❞✶✷ ❂ ❉kl ✭❬✿✺❀ ✿✺❪ ❦ ❬✿✽❀ ✿✷❪ ✮ ❂ ✵✿✸✷❀

❞✷✶ ❂ ❉kl ✭❬✿✽❀ ✿✷❪ ❦ ❬✿✺❀ ✿✺❪ ✮ ❂ ✵✿✷✽❀

and letting ▲✭①❀❇✭♣✮✮ denote the log-likelihood of ❇✭♣✮ generating ①, we define:

v① ❂
✂
▲✭①❀❇✭✿✺✮✮❀ ▲✭①❀❇✭✿✽✮✮

✄
(4)

Then, by law of large numbers69, we have:

v① ✦

✚
✭❤✶❀ ❤✶ ✰ ❞✶✷✮ ❂ ✭1✿0❀ ✶✿✸✷✮ if ① is generated by ❇✭✿✺✮❀
✭❤✷ ✰ ❞✷✶❀ ❤✷✮ ❂ ✭✶✿✵❀0✿72✮ if ① is generated by ❇✭✿✽✮✿

which now clearly disambiguates the two processes indistinguishable by their expected Hamming distance, and

the correct generator may be identified readily as the one corresponding to the index of the smaller entry in

v①. Our approach generalizes this idea to more complex processes, where we cannot make the iid assumption

a priori, thus necessitating the generalization of the notion of KL divergence from probability distributions to

stochastic processes.

Log-likelihood of Generating a Sequence ▲✭①❀●✮

In the example above, the generating models are used to evaluate log-likelihoods, which are not directly

accessible in our target application. The computation of the log-likelihood ▲✭①❀●✮ of a sequence ① generated

by a process ●, is simple (See Algorithm 1) if we restrict our stochastic processes to those generated by

Probabilistic Finite State Automata (PFSA)70–73. PFSA are semantically succinct and can model discrete-valued

stochastic processes of any finite Markov order, and can approximate arbitrary Hidden Markov Models71 (HMM).

Importantly, PFSA model finite valued processes taking values in a finite pre-specified alphabet. Thus, continuous

or integer valued inputs must be quantized, in a manner described later.
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In the context of the above discussion, we define dissimilarity ✂ between observed sequences ①❀ ② as:

✂✭①❀ ②✮ ❂
❳
●✐✷G

❥▲✭①❀●✐✮� ▲✭②❀●✐✮❥ (5)

where ●✐ ✷ G is a set of pre-specified PFSA generators on the same alphabet. And using PFSAs for our base

models implies that this measure is easily computatble via multiple applications of Algorithm 1. In our approach,

we use the set of four PFSA models shown in Extended Data fig. 3a-d as G. Using a different set of models,

which generate processes that are sufficiently pairwise distinct, does not significantly alter our results. These

particular “base” models are chosen randomly from all possible PFSAs (See next section) with a maximum of

✹ states. For a finite number of base models, Eq. (5) does not technically yield a metric. However, one can

approach a metric by increasing the number of models included in the base set. Extended Data Fig. 3e-h

illustrates a comparison of this approach of comparing time series with the state of the art Dynamic Time Warp

(DTW) algorithm. In particular, our approach is significantly faster yet produces a higher separation ratio (ratio of

the mean distance between clusters computed by the two algorithms) for the University of California Riverside

(UCR) time-series classification archive74.

Modeling Details: Probabilistic Finite Automata

Definition 1 (PFSA). A probabilistic finite-state automaton ● is a quadruple ✭◗❀✝❀ ✍❀ ❡✙✮, where ◗ is a finite set

of states, ✝ is a finite alphabet, ✍ ✿ ◗✂✝ ✦ ◗ called transition map, and ❡✙ ✿ ◗✂✝ ✦ ❬✵❀ ✶❪ specifies observation

probabilities, with ✽q ✷ ◗❀
P

✛✷✝ ❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮ ❂ ✶.

We use lower case Greeks (e.g. ✛ or ✜ ) for symbols in ✝ and lower case Latins (e.g. ① or ②) to denote sequence

of symbols, with the empty sequence denoted by ✕. The length of a sequence ① is denoted by ❥①❥. The set of

sequences of length ❞ is denoted by ✝❞.

The directed graph (not necessarily simple with possible loops and multi-edges) with vertices in ◗ and edges

specified by ✍ is called the graph of the PFSA and, unless stated otherwise, assumed to be strongly connected75.

Definition 2 (Observation and Transition Matrices). Given a PFSA ✭◗❀✝❀ ✍❀ ❡✙✮, the observation matrix ❡✆● is the

❥◗❥ ✂ ❥✝❥ matrix with the ✭q❀ ✛✮-entry given by ❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮, and the transition matrix ✆● is the ❥◗❥ ✂ ❥◗❥ matrix with

the ✭q❀ q✵✮-entry, written as ✙✭q❀ q✵✮, given by ✙✭q❀ q✵✮ ❂
P

✛✿✍✭q❀✛✮❂q✵ ❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮✿
Both ✆● and ❡✆● are stochastic, ✐✿❡✿ non-negative with rows of sum ✶. Since the graph of a PFSA is strongly

connected, there is a unique probability vector p● that satisfies p❚
●✆● ❂ p❚

●
76, and is called the stationary

distribution of ●.

Definition 3 (�-Expression). ✍ and ❡✙ may be encoded by a set of ❥◗❥ ✂ ❥◗❥ matrices Γ ❂ ❢�✛❥✛ ✷ ✝❣, where

�✛
☞☞
q❀q✵

❂

✚ ❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮ if ✍✭q❀ ✛✮ ❂ q✵❀
✵ if otherwise✿

(6)

We extend the definition of the � to ✝❄ by �① ❂
◗♥

✐❂✶ �✛✐ for ① ❂ ✛✶ ✿ ✿ ✿ ✛♥ with �✕ ❂ ■, where ■ is the identity

matrix.

Definition 4 (Sequence-Induced Distributions). For a PFSA ● ❂ ✭◗❀✝❀ ✍❀ ❡✙✮, the distribution on ◗ induced by a

sequence ① is given by p❚
●✭①✮ ❂

�

p❚
●�①

�

, where ~v� ❂ v❂ ❦v❦✶.

Definition 5 (Stochastic process Generated by PFSA). Let ● ❂ ✭◗❀✝❀ ✍❀ ❡✙✮ be a PFSA, the ✝-valued stochastic

process ❢❳t❣t✷✝ generated by ● satisfies that ❳✶ follows the distribution p❚
●
❡✆● and ❳t✰✶ follows the distribution

p● ✭❳✶ ✁ ✁ ✁❳t✮
❚ ❡✆● for t ✷ N.

We denote the probability an PFSA ● producing a sequence ① by ♣●✭①✮. We can verify that ♣●✭①✮ ❂
✌✌p❚

●�①
✌✌
✶
.

Sequence Likelihood Divergence

Definition 6 (Entropy rate and KL divergence). The entropy rate of a PFSA ● is the entropy rate of the stochastic

process ● generates77. Similarly, the KL divergence of a PFSA ●✵ from the PFSA ● is the KL divergence of

the process generated by the ●✵ from that of ●. More precisely, we have the

❍✭●✮ ❂ � ❧✐♠
❞✦✶

✶

❞

❳
①✷✝❞

♣●✭①✮ ❧♦❣ ♣●✭①✮❀ (7)

and the KL divergence

❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ❂ ❧✐♠
❞✦✶

✶

❞

❳
①✷✝❞

♣●✭①✮ ❧♦❣
♣●✭①✮

♣●✵✭①✮
❀ (8)
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whenever the limits exist.

We also refer to the KL divergence between stochastic processes as the Sequence Likelihood divergence (SLD).

Definition 7 (Log-likelihood). The log-likelihood77 of a PFSA ● generating ① ✷ ✝❞ is given by

▲✭①❀●✮ ❂ �
✶

❞
❧♦❣ ♣●✭①✮✿ (9)

Algorithm 1 outlines the steps in computing ▲✭①❀●✮. The time complexity of log-likelihood evaluation is ❖ ✭❥①❥ ✂ ❥◗❥✮
with input length ① and ❥◗❥ being the size of the PFSA state set.

Theorem 1 (Convergence of Log-likelihood). Let ● and ●✵ be two irreducible PFSA, and let ① ✷ ✝❞ be a

sequence generated by ●. Then we have

▲✭①❀❍✮✦ ❍✭●✮ ✰❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ❀

in probability as ❞✦✶.

Proof: See Supplementary text.

From distance matrix to similarity matrix

Let ❉ be the pair-wise distance matrix with ❞✐❥ ❂ ✂✭s✐❀ s❥✮, where s✐ is the flu time series of county ❝✐. Then the

affinity matrix ❆ for spectral clustering is chosen as ❛✐❥ ❂ ❡①♣
�
�❞✷✐❥❂✷

✁
.

Incidence Data Source for COVID-19 & Demographic, and Socioeconomic Factors

Data on confirmed cases of COVID-19 were compiled and released at the COVID-19 Data Repository by the

Center for Systems Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University (https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/

COVID-19). The John Hopkins COVID-19 data represent data collated by the US Centers for Disease Control

& Prevention (CDC) from individual states and local health agencies. Using the John Hopkins COVID-19 data

resource, we obtained county-level confirmed new weekly case counts for all weeks upto the current point in

time (10-31-2020) for ✸✵✾✹ US counties. We calculated COVID-19 case per capita using the 2019 population

estimate provided by the US Census Bureau generated from 2010 US decennial census (https://www.census.

gov/data/datasets/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-counties-detail.html).

We include five demographic independent variables:

1) total population,

2) percent of the total population aged ✻✺✰,

3) percent of Hispanics in the total population,

4) percent of black/African-American in the total population,

5) percent of minority groups in the total population

For socioeconomic factors, we consider:

1) percent of the total population in poverty and

2) median household income,

Which are also obtained from the US Census Bureau, generated based on the 2010 US decennial census.

Incidence Data Source for Seasonal Influenza Epidemics

The source of incidence counts for seasonal flu epidemic is the Truven MarketScan database54. This US national

database collating data contributed by over ✶✺✵ insurance carriers and large, self-insuring companies, contains

over ✹✿✻ billion inpatient and outpatient service claims, with over six billion diagnostic codes. We processed the

Truven database to obtain the reported weekly number of influenza cases over a period of ✹✼✶ weeks spanning

from January 2003 to December 2011, at the spatial resolution of US counties. Standard ICD9 diagnostic codes

corresponding to Influenza infection is used to determine the county-specific incidence time series, which are:

1) 487 Influenza

2) 487.0 Influenza with pneumonia

3) 487.1 Influenza with other respiratory manifestations

4) 487.8 Influenza with other manifestations

https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
https://www.census.gov/data/datasets/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-counties-detail.html
https://www.census.gov/data/datasets/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-counties-detail.html
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Discretization of Input Data & Pre-processing Incidence Counts

Integer-valued incidence input is quantized to produce data streams with a finite alphabet, by choosing ❦ � ✶
cut-off points ♣✶ ❁ ♣✷ ❁ ✁ ✁ ✁ ❁ ♣❦�✶ and replacing a value ❁ ♣✶ by ✵, in ❬♣✐❀ ♣✐✰✶✮ by ✐, and ✕ ♣❦�✶ by ❦. We

call the set of cut-off points a partition. In our processing of incidence count data for flu epidemics, we obtain a

binary partition by first taking a 1-step difference (✐✿❡✿, transforming a length-♥ sequence ①✶❀ ①✷❀ ✿ ✿ ✿ ❀ ①♥�✶❀ ①♥ to

①✷ � ①✶❀ ①✸ � ①✷❀ ✿ ✿ ✿ ❀ ①♥ � ①♥�✶), and then replacing each positive value in the resulting sequence by ✶ and the

remaining, ✵. The total effect amounts to marking by ✶ a week with a rise in case count and by ✵, a decrease

or an unchanged count.

Calculation of UnIT Risk

We estimate the UnIT risk via the following 6 steps:

1) Compute pairwise similarity between US counties using the metric ✂ introduced in Eq. (5).

2) Cluster counties using this similarity measure using standard spectral clustering algorithm55.

3) Identify the set of counties that have high initiation risk, defined as ones that report cases within the first

two weeks of each flu season.

4) Identify the cluster that has a maximal overlap with the set of high-risk counties. If we infer ✹ clusters, then

we found that only one cluster is sufficient to represent the set of high risk counties. If we set the parameters

of the clustering algorithm to find more clusters, then more than one “high-risk” cluster might emerge, which

we then collapse and treat as a single set for the next steps.

5) Generate a single PFSA ●❄ based on the quantized incidence series from counties in the high-risk cluster

cluster, using a reported abductive inference algorithm53.

6) Finally, estimate UnIT risk as ❞✗✭①✮ , ▲✭①❀●❄✮� ❍̂✭❳✮✦ ❉✭❳❥❥●❄✮ (10)

The entropy rate is estimated as the entropy of the distribution of 0s and 1s (length 2 probability vector

enumerating the fraction of 0s vs 1s), which provides an upper bound to the entropy rate52. Thus, our estimate

for the UnIT risk actually gives us a lower bound. More detailed computation of the entropy rate only improves

results marginally.

Calculation of urban-UnIT Risk

In our modeling and forecasting investigations pertaining to the problem at hand, we use a scaled version of the

UnIT risk denoted as the urban-UnIT risk, which is the county-wise product of the UnIT risk with the fraction of

the population living in urban environment, as estimated from the 2010 US census.

Poisson Regression Correction To Case Count Forecast

We fit a generalized linear model61,78 (GLM) with the assumption that the response variable (county specific

weekly case counts confirmed for COVID-19) follows a Poisson distribution, and that the logarithm of its expected

value can be modeled by a linear combination of unknown parameters.

Specifically, if the response ❨ , is assumed to be a count that follows a Poisson distribution with mean ✖, then:

❧♦❣✭✖✮ ❂ ☞✵ ✰ ☞✶❳✶ ✰ ☞✷❳✷ ✰ ✁ ✁ ✁✰ ☞❦❳❦❀ (11)

where ❳✶❀ ❳✷❀ ✿ ✿ ✿ ❀ ❳❦ are explanatory variables (covariates). The counts are for all one-week periods between

04-04-2020 to 2020-12-05. This is also known as Poisson regression or a log-linear model.

To investigate the predictive contribution of the UnIT risk, we explore two models:

✎ Baseline model with the following demographic and socio-economic covariates: percentage of urban popu-

lation, population, percentage of population above ✻✺ years old, percentage of minority population, percent-

age of black population, percentage of Hispanic population, percentage of population in poverty, median

household income;

✎ UnIT-Augmented model which includes the covariates in the baseline model, with the additional urban-UnIT

risk factor discussed above.

Note that for the GLM modeling, we use standard score for all covariates and dependent variables with zero

mean and unit variance, ✐✿❡✿, assuming the data for a variable is ①✶❀ ✿ ✿ ✿ ❀ ①♥ and let ❫✖ and ❫✛ be the sample

mean and sample standard deviation, respectively, we transform ①✐ to ✭①✐ � ❫✖✮❂❫✛, so that a comparison of the

magnitudes of the coefficients reflect the relative importance of the significant covariates.

As described in the main text, we use the GLM model to obtain a “corrected” version of the county-specific

case count vector, which is subsequently used to train an ensemble regressor to predict case counts 1 week
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into future. The precise algorithmic steps are enumerated in Algorithm 2. To reduce variance we train a set ❘
of regressors in the final step, and report the mean. Here ❘ consists of a random forest model, an extra trees

model and a feed-forward neural network model with a single hidden layer implemented through Tensor Flow.

Forecasting COVID-19-related Deaths Over Time

An almost identical approach is used to forecast COVID-19-related deaths, where we use the same covariates

as before, but replace the county-specific case count vector with the county-specific record of COVID-19-related

deaths. The modified algorithm for forecasting deaths is enumerated in Algorithm 3, where in the step for training

regressors, we also use the case count vectors and its corrected version produced by Algorithm 2.

COVID-19 Forecast-hub and Forecast Community

The community of teams providing weekly forecasts in the https://viz.covid19forecasthub.org/ are enumerated

at https://covid19forecasthub.org/community. An incomplete list of the teams, with their self-described strategies

is given in Extended Data Table I.

SOFTWARE USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

The complete software is available from https://github.com/zeroknowledgediscovery/unitcov. The following steps

are required to download, install and execute our model to obtain the next week’s case count and COVID-19-

related death count estimates. The pre-requisites is to have a Linux operating system, with standard python 3

installation, along with the latest version of jupyter notebook pre-installed. Then, we execute in order:

1) git clone https://github.com/zeroknowledgediscovery/unitcov.git

2) cd unitcov/forecast_pipeline

3) jupyter notebook

Then, in the jupyter notebook environment, execute the following:

1) pipeline_data_gathering.ipynb

2) pipeline_GLM.ipynb

3) pipeline_forecast_case.ipynb and pipeline_forecast_death.ipynb

Alternatively, one can run forecast_for_next_week.ipynb which is a combination of the steps above.

DATA MANAGEMENT

Data sources have been enumerated in details in the relevant sections above (See Incidence Data Source

for COVID-19 & Demographic, and Socioeconomic Factors, and Incidence Data Source for Seasonal Influenza

Epidemics). With the exception of Truven Marketscan, the rest of these sources are in the public domain. Models

generated by the computations are available in a public repository at https://github.com/zeroknowledgediscovery/

unitcov, which also includes a complete working copy of the risk computation and forecasting pipeline.
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Algorithm 1: PFSA Log-likelihood

Data: A PFSA ● ❂ ✭◗❀✝❀ ✍❀ ❡✙✮ and a sequence ① of length ♥.

Result: Log-likelihood of ● generating ①
1 Get the stationary distribution p● as the left eigenvector of ✆● of eigenvalue ✶;

2 Let p be the current distribution on states, and initialize it with p●;

3 Let ▲ be the log-likelihood of ● generating ① and initialize it with ✵;

4 for each symbol ✛ in ① do

5 Get the current distribution on symbols ✣ ❂ p❚●
❡✆●;

6 Update ▲ ❂ ▲� ❧♦❣ ✣✭✛✮;
7 Let pnew be the new distribution on states, and initialize all its entries with ✵;

8 for each state q ✷ ◗ do
9 Let the next the state qnew ❂ ✍✭q❀ ✛✮;

10 Let pnew✭qnew✮ ❂ pnew✭qnew✮ ✰ p✭q✮❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮;
11 Update p with pnew❂ ❦pnew❦✶;
12 Let ▲ ❂ ▲❂♥;

13 return ▲;

Algorithm 2: Weekly confirmed case forecasting

Data:
✎ ❈t�✶, confirmed cases in time period t� ✶ for each county;

✎ ❈t, confirmed cases in time period t for each county;

✎ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶ and ❈❣❧♠❀t, approximated case given by the GLM for time period t� ✶ and t;
✎ A set ❘ of regressors;

Result: ❈pred❀t✰✶, forecast of confirmed cases in time period t✰ ✶ for each county.

1 for each regressor Regr ✷ ❘ do

2 Let ❳train ❂ ❬❈t�✶❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t❪;
3 Let ②train ❂ ❈t;

4 Fit Regr with ❳train❀ ②train;

5 Let ❳pred ❂ ❬❈t❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t❪;
6 Let ②pred❀Regr be the prediction Regr makes with ❳pred;

7 Let ❈pred❀t✰✶ ❂
P

r✷❘ ②pred❀r❂ ❥❘❥;
8 return ❈pred❀t✰✶;

Algorithm 3: Weekly death forecasting

Data:

✎ ❉t�✶ and ❉t, death cases in time period t� ✶ and t for each county;

✎ ❈t�✶ and ❈t, confirmed cases in time period t� ✶ and t for each county;

✎ ❉❣❧♠❀t�✶ and ❉❣❧♠❀t, approximated death given by the GLM for time period t� ✶ and t;
✎ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶ and ❈❣❧♠❀t, approximated case given by the GLM for time period t� ✶ and t;
✎ A set ❘ of regressors;

Result: ❉pred❀t✰✶, forecast of death in time period t✰ ✶ for each county.

1 for each regressor Regr ✷ ❘ do

2 Let ❳train ❂ ❬❉t�✶❀ ❈t�✶❀ ❉❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❉❣❧♠❀t❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t❪;
3 Let ②train ❂ ❉t;

4 Fit Regr with ❳train❀ ②train;

5 Let ❳pred ❂ ❬❉t❀ ❈t❀ ❉❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❉❣❧♠❀t❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t�✶❀ ❈❣❧♠❀t❪;
6 Let ②pred❀Regr be the prediction Regr makes with ❳pred;

7 Let ❉pred❀t✰✶ ❂
P

r✷❘ ②pred❀r❂ ❥❘❥;
8 return ❉pred❀t✰✶;
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✷ outperformance

a. Generalized Linear Model
Left: with ✼✺✪ randomly chosen counties
Right: with top ✶✵✪ COVID-19 per capita counties removed

b. Explained variance

c. Outperformance over time

Extended Data Fig. 1. To test the robustness of the UnIT score as a key influencing variable, we tested two modes of
perturbations: (left column) randomly selecting only ✼✺✪ of the counties to include in the analysis (considered along with
99% confidence bounds), and (right column) deleting the top ✶✵✪ of the counties ranked by the highest number of COVID-
19 cases per capita. As shown in panels a and b, under all such perturbations, the UnIT score retains its position as the
dominant factor in our regression models, measured by the magnitude of the inferred coefficient relative to those of the other
covariates. In particular, in panel a, subpanels (i) and (ii) show the variation of the coefficients for the baseline model for
the two perturbation modes described above. The covariates considered in the baseline models are those enumerated in
Table I in the main text with the exception of the UnIT risk variables. The corresponding plots for theUnIT-augmented model
which includes the additional UnIT risk and urban-UnIT risk as covariates is shown in subpanels (iii) and (iv). Panel b shows
the explained variation in the models for the two perturbation modes in panels and panel c illsurate the outperformance in
explained variance.
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Extended Data Tab. I
COVID-19 FORECASTHUB (HTTPS://COVID19FORECASTHUB.ORG/COMMUNITY) COMMUNITY TEAM SUMMARY

Team name Description Home

1

Johns Hopkins ID
Dynamics COVID-19
Working Group
(Abbr. JHU IDD-
CovidSP)

County-level metapopulation model with commuting
and stochastic SEIR disease dynamics with
social-distancing indicators.

https://github.com/HopkinsIDD/
COVIDScenarioPipeline

2

Iowa State - Lily Wang’s
Research Group
(Abbr. IowaStateLW-
STEM)

Spatiotemporal Dynamics, Nowcasting and Forecasting
of COVID-19 in the United States.

https://covid19.stat.iastate.edu

3
COVID-19 Simulator
(Abbr. Covid19Sim-
Simulator)

An interactive tool developed by researchers at Mass
General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Georgia
Tech and Boston Medical Center to inform COVID-19
intervention policy decisions in the US.

https://covid19sim.org/

4
Robert Walraven
(Abbr. RobertWalraven-
ESG)

Multiple skewed gaussian distribution peaks fit to raw
data

http://rwalraven.com/COVID19

5
Los Alamos National
Labs (Abbr. LANL-
GrowthRate)

This model makes predictions about the future,
unconditional on particular intervention strategies.
Statistical dynamical growth model accounting for
population susceptibility.

https:
//covid-19.bsvgateway.org/

6
UCLA Statistical
Machine Learning Lab
(Abbr. UCLA-SuEIR)

The SuEIR model is a variant of the SEIR model
considering both untested and unreported cases. The
model considers reopening and assumes susceptible
population will increase after the reopen.

https://covid19.uclaml.org/

7
COVID-19 Forecast Hub
(Abbr. COVIDhub-
baseline)

This model is a baseline predictive model. https://covid19forecasthub.org/

8
Columbia UNC
(Abbr. Columbia UNC-
SurvCon)

A survival-convolution model with piece-wise
transmission rates that incorporates latent incubation
period and provides time-varying effective reproductive
number.

https://github.com/
COVID19BIOSTAT/covid19
prediction

9

University of Southern
California Data Science
Lab
(Abbr. USC-SI kJalpha)

A heterogeneous infection rate model with human
mobility for epidemic modeling. Our model adapts to
changing trends and provide predictions of confirmed
cases and deaths.

https://scc-usc.github.io/
ReCOVER-COVID-19

10
The University of
Michigan (Abbr. UMich-
RidgeTfReg)

Nation-level model of confirmed cases and deaths
based on ridge regression. No assumptions made
about social distancing.

https://gitlab.com/sabcorse/
covid-19-collaboration

11
Oliver Wyman
(Abbr. OliverWyman-
Navigator)

Oliver Wyman’s Pandemic Navigator provides forecasts
and scenario analysis for Detected and Undetected
cases and death counts following a compartmental
formulation with non-stationary transition rates.

https://pandemicnavigator.
oliverwyman.com/

12

University of Geneva /
Swiss Data Science
Center (Abbr. Geneva-
DetGrowth)

We calculate the growth rate of cumulative cases
(resp. deaths) between two days ago and today. If
greater than 5%, we use an exponential model to
forecast. Otherwise, we use a linear model.

https://renkulab.shinyapps.io/
COVID-19-Epidemic-Forecasting/

13 QJHong (Abbr. QJHong-
Encounter)

today’s “Daily New Confirmed Cases” ✰ today’s
“Encounter Density” ❂❃ today’s newly infected Cases
❂❃ next 2-3 weeks’ “Daily New Confirmed Cases”

https://qjhong.github.io

14 LockNQuay
(Abbr. LNQ-ens1)

County-level ensemble of boosted tree and neural net
models. Lots of engineered features.

https://www.kaggle.com/
sasrdw/locknquay

https://covid19forecasthub.org/community
https://github.com/HopkinsIDD/COVIDScenarioPipeline
https://github.com/HopkinsIDD/COVIDScenarioPipeline
https://covid19.stat.iastate.edu
https://covid19sim.org/
http://rwalraven.com/COVID19
https://covid-19.bsvgateway.org/
https://covid-19.bsvgateway.org/
https://covid19.uclaml.org/
https://covid19forecasthub.org/
https://github.com/COVID19BIOSTAT/covid19_prediction
https://github.com/COVID19BIOSTAT/covid19_prediction
https://github.com/COVID19BIOSTAT/covid19_prediction
https://scc-usc.github.io/ReCOVER-COVID-19
https://scc-usc.github.io/ReCOVER-COVID-19
https://gitlab.com/sabcorse/covid-19-collaboration
https://gitlab.com/sabcorse/covid-19-collaboration
https://pandemicnavigator.oliverwyman.com/
https://pandemicnavigator.oliverwyman.com/
https://renkulab.shinyapps.io/COVID-19-Epidemic-Forecasting/
https://renkulab.shinyapps.io/COVID-19-Epidemic-Forecasting/
https://qjhong.github.io
https://www.kaggle.com/sasrdw/locknquay
https://www.kaggle.com/sasrdw/locknquay
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Extended Data Tab. II
GENERALIZED LINE MODEL RESULT SUMMARY FOR WEEKLY DEATH

pop ✪✻✺✰ ✪minority ✪black ✪hispanic ✪poverty income ✪urban UnIT urban UnIT

08-15

③-value ✷✾✿✺ ✶✺✿✵ ✷✿✹✷ ✸✿✾✺ ✷✼✿✾ �✽✿✾✺ �✶✽✿✷ �✷✿✷✾ ✶✾✿✼ ✶✵✿✶
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✻✹ ✵✿✷✶✶ ✵✿✵✶✽ ✵✿✵✼✷ ✵✿✷✾✷ �✵✿✸✶✶ �✵✿✹✾✹ �✵✿✷✸✻ ✵✿✽✼✼ ✵✿✺✶✾
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✼✸ ✵✿✷✼✹ ✵✿✶✼✶ ✵✿✷✶✸ ✵✿✸✸✻ �✵✿✶✾✾ �✵✿✸✾✽ �✵✿✵✶✽ ✶✿✵✼ ✵✿✼✻✾
coef. ✵✿✵✻✾ ✵✿✷✹✷ ✵✿✵✾✺ ✵✿✶✹✸ ✵✿✸✶✹ �✵✿✷✺✺ �✵✿✹✹✻ �✵✿✶✷✼ ✵✿✾✼✹ ✵✿✻✹✹

08-22

③-value ✸✶✿✾ ✾✿✹✻ ✷✿✵✵ ✷✿✹✶ ✷✷✿✷ �✹✿✵✺ �✶✹✿✼ �✷✿✶✸ ✶✼✿✽ ✶✵✿✷
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✼✵ ✵✿✶✸✵ ✵✿✵✵✷ ✵✿✵✶✻ ✵✿✷✸✺ �✵✿✶✼✶ �✵✿✹✵✻ �✵✿✷✷✹ ✵✿✼✼✽ ✵✿✺✷✸
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✼✾ ✵✿✶✾✽ ✵✿✶✺✸ ✵✿✶✺✻ ✵✿✷✽✶ �✵✿✵✻✵ �✵✿✸✶✶ �✵✿✵✵✾ ✵✿✾✼✵ ✵✿✼✼✷
coef. ✵✿✵✼✹ ✵✿✶✻✹ ✵✿✵✼✼ ✵✿✵✽✻ ✵✿✷✺✽ �✵✿✶✶✺ �✵✿✸✺✽ �✵✿✶✶✼ ✵✿✽✼✹ ✵✿✻✹✽

08-29

③-value ✷✾✿✺ ✶✷✿✹ ✹✿✵✺ ✶✿✵✸ ✷✵✿✸ �✸✿✺✷ �✶✸✿✾ ✵✿✾✼✶ ✶✽✿✽ ✻✿✺✼
✿✵✷✺ ✵✿✵✼✵ ✵✿✶✽✶ ✵✿✵✽✵ �✵✿✵✸✸ ✵✿✷✷✷ �✵✿✶✻✸ �✵✿✸✾✾ �✵✿✵✺✺ ✵✿✽✸✼ ✵✿✸✵✶
✿✾✼✺ ✵✿✵✽✵ ✵✿✷✹✾ ✵✿✷✸✵ ✵✿✶✵✻ ✵✿✷✼✵ �✵✿✵✹✻ �✵✿✸✵✵ ✵✿✶✻✹ ✶✿✵✸ ✵✿✺✺✼
coef. ✵✿✵✼✺ ✵✿✷✶✺ ✵✿✶✺✺ ✵✿✵✸✻ ✵✿✷✹✻ �✵✿✶✵✺ �✵✿✸✺✵ ✵✿✵✺✹ ✵✿✾✸✺ ✵✿✹✷✾

09-05
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Coefficients with ♣-value in ❬✵✿✵✶❀ ✵✿✵✺✮ are colored blue, and those with ♣-value ✕ ✵✿✵✺, red. All other ♣-values are ❁ ✵✿✵✶.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Panel a. Forecast accuracy of COVID-19-related confirmed deaths measured by mean absolute error
of top-performaning teams in the COVID-19 forecasthub. Panel b. Death count forecasts made by our model against the
ground truth. The somewhat reduced effectiveness of our death forecast is probably attributable to the differences between
the clinical progression of Influenza and COVID-19.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Panel a-d. Four pre-specified PFSA models chosen to act as the basis to estimate similarity between stochastic

sample paths. An edge connecting state q to q✵ is labeled as ✛
�❡✙✭q❀ ✛✮✁ if ✍✭q❀ ✛✮ ❂ q✵ (See Defn. 1). Panel e. Performance and run time

comparisons of SLD distance and DTW on a synthetic dataset. We denote the SLD distance by L and DTW by their window size in Panel e.
The average run time of of SLD distance is ✿✵✹✷ second. Panel f. Run time v.s. sequence length comparison between DTW30 and the SLD
distance. Panel g: ✷❉ embeddings produced by Alg. 1 and DTW5 on the FordA dataset from the UCR time series classification archive 74

with decision boundaries obtained by using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and neural networks respectively as the classifiers trained with
features constructed from the corresponding dissimilarity measures.

Extended Data Tab. III
GENERALIZED LINE MODEL RESULT SUMMARY FOR DEATH TOTAL AS OF 2020-12-05

coef. ③-value ✿✵✷✺ ✿✾✼✺

pop ✵✿✵✻✾ 174.380 0.068 0.069

✪✻✺✰ ✵✿✷✹✷ 95.409 0.237 0.247

✪minority ✵✿✶✷✵ 23.583 0.110 0.130

✪black ✵✿✵✺✻ 12.001 0.047 0.066

✪hispanic ✵✿✵✽✵ 39.387 0.076 0.084

✪poverty ✵✿✶✹✵ 32.421 0.132 0.149

income ✵✿✵✸✸ 11.232 0.028 0.039

✪urban �✵✿✵✸✸ -4.119 -0.049 -0.017

UnIT ✵✿✷✵✽ 26.708 0.193 0.223

urban UnIT ✶✿✶✵✾ 113.827 1.090 1.128

All ♣-values are ❁ ✵✿✵✵✵✺.
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Supplementary Text

Theorem 1 (Convergence of Log-likelihood). Let ● and ●✵ be two irreducible PFSA, and let ① ✷ ✝❞ be a

sequence generated by ●. Then we have

▲✭①❀●✵✮✦ ●✵✭●✮ ✰❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ❀

in probability as ❞✦✶.

Proof: By chain rule ❳
①✷✝❞

♣●✭①✮ ❧♦❣
♣●✭①✮

♣●✵✭①✮

❂
❳

①✷✝❞�✶

❳
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❚
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☞☞☞
✛
❧♦❣

♣●✭①✮p●✭①✮
❚ ❡✆●

☞☞☞
✛

♣●✵✭①✮p●✵✭①✮❚ ❡✆●✵

☞☞☞
✛

❂
❳

①✷✝❞�✶

♣●✭①✮ ❧♦❣
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♣●✵✭①✮

✰
❳
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❉❞

✿

By induction, we have ❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ❂ ❧✐♠❞✦✶
✶
❞

P❞

✐❂✶❉✐, and hence by Cesàro summation theorem79, we have

❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ❂ ❧✐♠
❞✦✶

❉❞✿

If ① ❂ ✛✶✛✷✿✿✿✛♥ is generated by ● and ①❬✐�✶❪ is the truncation of ① at the ✭✐� ✶✮-th symbol, we have
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Because the process generated by ● is ergodic, we have

❧✐♠
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❆①❀♥ ❂ ❧✐♠
❞✦✶

❉❞ ❂ ❉ ✭● ❦●✵ ✮ ✿ (12)

and ❧✐♠♥✦✶❇①❀♥ ❂ ❍✭●✮.



Figures

Figure 1

Panel a. Our approach begins with collecting weekly county-wise new case counts of the seasonal �u
epidemic spanning Jan. 2003 to Dec. 2012 from a large national database of insurance claims records.
We identify weekly In�uenza diagnoses using ICD codes related to in�uenza infection, and end up with



county-speci�c integer-valued time series for each US county for each �u seaon. Panel b. These 471-
week-long integer-valued time-series are used to compute pairwise similarity between the counties using
our new approach of computing intrinsic similarity between stochastic sample paths (See Methods). This
similarity matrix induces county clusters C0;C1;C2;C3. Panel c. The �u incidence time series allow us to
identify counties which register cases in the �rst couple of weeks of each �u season. Averaged over all
the seasons this gives us a measure of average epidemic initiation risk. Panel d. Using the incidence
series for the county cluster with maximal average initiation risk we compute a specialized HMM model
(PFSA, see Methods) G?. Panel e. Then, we compute the UnIT risk phenotype of each county as the
sequence likelihood divergence (SLD, See Methods) between the incience sequence observed and the
inferred PFSA model G?. Panel f and g. Finally, the urban-UnIT risk is computed by scaling up the UnIT
risk with the fraction of urban population in each county, as obtained from US census (panel f). We show
that this risk phenotype is highly predictive of weekly case count of COVID-19, while only dependent of
In�uenza epidemic history.



Figure 2

Panel a. We compare the coe�cients inferred for the range of covariates shown in the legend for week-
wise Poisson regression, for (i) the baseline model and (ii) the model augmented with the UnIT risk
variables (See Methods for detailed regression equation). We note that the urban-UnIT risk is signi�cantly
dominant for the entire timeline of the pandemic. Panel b. The UnIT-augmented has a signi�cantly higher
degree of explained variance as measured by R2. The percentage difference is shown in panel c, which



demonstrates > 50% advantage for the major part of the pandemic timeline. Panel d illustrates that the
UnIT-augmented approach achieves the smallest mean absolute error in one-week ahead county-wise
incidence forecasts among the top performing teams from the COVID-19 ForecastHub Community.

Figure 3

Panel a. We compare our forecasts of weekly case counts (1 week ahead forecasts) with observed
con�rmed cases on counties from the state of New York. Panel b. We compare the weekly forecasts with
observed count for the state of California. We note that in both states, for the weeks included in this
limited snapshot, the predicted count matches up well with what is ultimately observed.


